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Abstract—Conflicts and deadlocks are key issues in a multiple
automated guided vehicle system, especially in complicated
and uncertain environments. They have been challenges for
ensuring the reliability, security, and efficiency of the multiple
automated guided vehicle system. In this paper, a traffic control
model based on semaphores is proposed to resolve conflict and
deadlock problems in application of multiple automated guided
vehicle system. Prototype experiments have been conducted and
validated the function and performance of the proposed model.

Index Terms—Automated guided vehicle; semaphore; conflic-
t; deadlock; traffic control model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) have been widely

used in industrial fields, such as in flexible manufacturing

systems, logistics warehouse, and assembly line materials

processing. Various methods for AGV routing and scheduling

are currently in use. However, new approaches which take

advantage of faster and computationally more efficient algo-

rithms are still the subjects of intensive researches, especially

the way to avoid the conflict and deadlock in multi-AGV

system. Moreover, it must guarantee the efficiency of the

transportation.

The purpose of scheduling and routing [1] is not only to

generate a shortest path set [2], but also to consider dispatch

tasks and how to avoid conflict and deadlock [3]. In [4],

a colored resource-oriented Petri net modeling method was

used to deal with conflict and deadlock arising in multi-

AGV system. Distributive traffic control Scheme was used

to routing and scheduling in multi-AGV system by Jing, et

al. [5]. This method maintains a minimum headway between
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two adjacent vehicles, but it was supposed to be used for

special cases only. Deadlock occurs more frequently while

the number of AGVs increases. Thus the centralized traffic

control scheme is preferred in a multi-AGV system. Vedran,

et al. [6] utilized a conventional method based on the well-

known Banker’s algorithm to improve resource utilization and

unavailability, as well as to resolve some potential deadlocks.

However, it cannot be executed in the system when network

model contains a large number of nodes.

Jcong-Hoon and Bum et al. [7] proposed a real-time traffic

control scheme in which a k-shortest path search algorithm

was employed to construct path set, thus the online motion

planning operation was performed in real time. It seems a

good solution to resolve conflict and deadlock issues. Nev-

ertheless, the particularly high requirements on the real time

illustrates that this scheme must rely on specific environment.

Some researchers [8] [9] [10] tried to adopt a conflict-free

bidirectional AGV routing and scheduling algorithm based on

the time window approach. These methods can offer a flexible

and optimal solution to the vehicle routing and scheduling

problem. However, they failed to address the issue of conflict

and deadlock in complicated and uncertain environments.

In summary, the problem of the above methods is that

they cannot guarantee no conflict or deadlock in system,

simultaneously ensure that the algorithm and scheme can

perform normally in dynamic, complicated, and uncertain en-

vironments. In order to resolve this, in this paper we propose

a new method in which a centralized control architecture is

adopted. We also use two-stage traffic control scheme [11] for

routing and scheduling of a multi-AGV system. Meanwhile,

we propose a novel traffic control model based on semaphore

to synchronize AGVs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II provides the basic system descriptions. Section III
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presents the proposed semaphore-based traffic control model

so as to avoid conflict and deadlock in complicated and un-

certain environments. Section IV validates the reliability and

feasibility of the proposed method. Section V summarizes

our study.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In multi-AGV system, we adopt client-server architecture,

such as the centralized control architecture is employed.

Centralized control unit manages global information, accepts

task request and queues all the tasks according to priority,

manages path planning and traffic control. Each AGV is

equipped with sensors including gyroscope, laser scanner, ra-

dio frequency identification (RFID) tag antenna, and encoder.

AGV can not only detect obstacles, but also calculate their

positions through encoder and gyroscope, and correct the

absolute position through short magnetic stripe and RFID tag

antenna. All AGVs interact with the server through wireless

network. There is no interaction between any two AGVs.

Each AGV sends its position to the central controller every

200 milliseconds. Central controller then utilizes the position

data to update user interface (UI) and synchronize AGVs

in case the conflict and deadlock occurs in the system.

Meanwhile, central controller sends action commands (e.g.

stop command, start command, and charging command) to a

specific AGV.

A two-staged central controller was applied in our multi-

AGV system in order to obtain optimal motion. Fig. 1 shows

the architecture of the central controller. In the first stage, the

path generator assigns moving path for each AGV offline. In

the second stage, the traffic controller operates each moving

AGV online. In additional, the UI provides the position and

state of each AGV. Global information and key data about

each AGV are stored in the database. The system inquires

and stores data during operation. More specifically, central

controller utilizes A* algorithm to construct optimal path set

for AGV which has been scheduled task and performed it.

Avoiding conflict and deadlock is essential when multiple

AGVs are moving. The online semaphore-based traffic con-

trol model is used to avoid conflict and deadlock.

III. SEMAPHORE-BASED TRAFFIC CONTROL

MODEL

Synchronization of concurrent activity using semaphore

has been widely used in industrial systems. In this paper the

theory of semaphore was used to create the traffic control

model, which resolves the issue of conflict and deadlock in

complicated and uncertain environments.

A. Description of the semaphore-based traffic control model

In semaphore-based traffic control model, two types of

semaphores [12] are defined, binary semaphore (BS) and

counting semaphore (CS). BS is used to control access to

intersection, while CS is used control access to bidirectional

Fig. 1. Architecture of the central controller.

lane. Both BS and CS can be hold by each AGV. In

this model, BS and CS are described using data structure

including a counter, a maximum resource count (Cmax), a

list of semaphore owners, and a list of semaphore waiters.

The Cmax identifies the maximum number of resources

that the semaphore can control. The counter indicates the

number of these resources which are currently available.

Owner queue with FIFO (First In First Out) property stores

ID of AGV occupying resource controlled by the semaphore.

Waiter queue with FIFO property stores ID of AGV waiting

for the resource.

Initially, the of BS is set to 1 meaning only one AGV

can own BS, while the Cmax of CS is set to any integer

determined by resource. Both owner queue and waiter queue

are initially empty. Counters of both BS and CS are initially

set to the because no AGV has owned any semaphore. Four

operations, ’down’, ’up’, ’sleep’, and ’wake’, are defined to

both BS and CS (Table I). With an ’up’ operation on a

semaphore the counter is incremented by 1 and AGV’s ID is

removed from owner queue, while with an ’down’ operation

the counter is decremented by 1 and AGV’s ID is added to

owner queue. With a ’sleep’ operation AGV’s ID is added

to waiter queue, while with a ’wake’ operation AGV’s ID is

removed from waiter queue.

TABLE I
SEMAPHORE CHANGES WHEN OPERATION TO SEMAPHORE

operation System changed Semaphore

up
counter = counter + 1

remove AGV’s ID from owner queue

down
counter = counter - 1

add AGV’s ID to owner queue

sleep add AGV’s ID to waiter queue

wake remove AGV’s ID from waiter queue

Two types of traffic light called binary semaphore light

(BSL) and counting semaphore light (CSL) are defined

respectively in order to indicate traffic conditions. BSL



controls access to intersection, while CSL controls access

to bidirectional lane. Each of BSL and CSL has two states,

green or red. Green state denotes that the path is available for

AGV, while red state denotes that the path has been occupied.

B. Solution to various conflicts

In real environment, there are usually two scenarios of

conflicts in the AGV system. The first conflict occurs at an

intersection (Fig. 2 (a)). The second conflict occurs when

the path is bidirectional lane (Fig. 2 (b)). In these scenarios,

there are two types of path segments, unidirectional lane and

bidirectional lane.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Two scenarios of conflicts.(*Note that in Figs. 2-6, blue arrow
denotes AGV, cyan and orange arrow lines denote AGV’s path sets, red dot
denotes that BSL is red, green dot denotes that BSL is green, red ellipse
denotes that CSL is red, and green ellipse denotes that CSL is green)

To prevent a cross conflict, at the same time only one AGV

has access to the intersection. BS whose counter initializes

as 1 is used to address this issue, as mentioned in subsection

A. Each intersection has a BS which is used to control

intersection. Let AGV#1 and #2 approach an intersection

at the same time. The one granted with access to the BS

is determined based on its task priority. The AGV granted

with access, say AVG#1, will continue move, then the system

performs ’down’ operation on BS.

As soon as AGV#2 attempts to enter the same intersection,

the system will detect BS and find that the intersection

has been occupied. Therefore, the system performs a ’sleep’

operation on BS. As a result, the system prevents AGV#2

entering this intersection. When AGV#1 leaves the inter-

section, the system will perform an ’up’ operation on BS.

Then a ’wake’ operation is performed on BS, and AGV#2 is

allowed to move into the intersection. Afterword, a ’down’

operation is performed on BS. Fig. 3 describes the process

of synchronization mechanisms based on BS.

In case of a head-on conflict, we employ two CSs with

same structures, p CS and q CS, to synchronize AGVs on

one bidirectional lane. Furthermore, two CSLs denoted as p

CSL and q CSL are arranged at both ends of the lane to

indicate the state of the lane (Fig. 4).

Initially, system has to set the counter of p CS and q CS to

the which denotes how many AGVs can travel in the same

direction at the same time in one bidirectional lane. Two

semaphores control the entrance of the lane at both ends

respectively. p CS is the entrance’s CS relative to AGV#2,

Fig. 3. Using BS to solve cross conflict.

while p CS is the exit’s CS relative to AGV#1. The protocol

to avoid head-on conflict, named as SMSL (Synchronize

Multi-AGVs in a Segment Lane), is described below.

SMSL Protocol:
When AGV plans to enter a bidirectional lane, the system

checks the entrance’s CS. If the CS’s counter is not equal to
or the counter of exit’s CS equals zero, the system performs a
’sleep’ operation on exit’s CS, otherwise a ’down’ operation.
End of SMSL Protocol

Fig. 4. Using CS to solve head-on conflict.

Now, we explain the details of how the SMSL protocol ap-

plies to the conflict between AGV#1 and #2 (Fig. 4). Assume

AGV#1 and #2 moves along the path sets P1={...,l1,l3,l4,...}
and P2={...,l5,l3,l2,...} respectively. Suppose that AGV#1 just

drives out of l1, and attempts to enter l3 (a bidirectional lane).

At this moment, the system applies SMSL protocol. Because

the q CSL is green, AGV#1 moves. When AGV#2 attempts

to enter l3 from l5 and AGV#1 is driving on l3, the system

applies SMSL protocol on l3. Since the p CSL has turned to

be red after first SMSL protocol is applied on l3, the system

will prevent AGV#2 getting into l3. When AGV#1 drives out

of l3, the system performs an ’up’ operation on p CS. Then

AGV#2 moves as p CSL is green. Simultaneously the system

performs a ’wake’ operation and a ’down’ operation on q CS.

Assume that AGV#3 or more AGVs arrive at intersection

between l1 and l3, and plan to enter l3 when AGV#1 still

occupies l3, the system applies SMSL protocol on l3. As a

result, AGV#3 or more AGVs enter l3. AGV#2 must wait

until l3 is clear, meaning the counter of p CS is equal to the

Cmax of p CS (p CSL is green). Thus, head-on conflict has

been avoided.



C. Solution to deadlock

The problem of deadlock occurs when vehicles are moving

to a section of a bidirectional lane. Fig. 5 (a) describes

the deadlock in a multi-AGV system. Assume that AGV#1

and #2 moves along the path sets P1={...,l2,l4,l6,l7,...}
and P2={...,l8,l6,l4,...} respectively. After AGV#1 entered

l6, AGV#2 enters l6 before AGV#2 drives out of l4. The

system applies SMSL protocol on l4 when AGV#1 enters

l4, and applies SMAL protocol to l6 when AGV#2 enters

l6. Afterward, AGV#1 attempts to enter l6 and AGV#2

attempts to enter l4. However, they are prevented by the

system because they occupy desired lane of each other. The

above deadlock appears in multi-AGV system. To resolve this

problem, a protocol named as SMCL (Synchronize Multi-

AGVs in Continuous Lane) is proposed as described below.

SMCL Protocol:
When AGV attempts to enter a bidirectional lane, the

system checks the exit’s CS. If the system finds the AGV’s
ID in the CS’s owner or waiter queue, it stops checking the
next lane. Otherwise the system applies SMSL protocol to the
current lane. The system will then check if the next lane is a
bidirectional one. If yes, the system applies SMSL protocol
to the next lane. If the next lane is a unidirectional one or
does not exit, the system stops checking.
End of SMCL Protocol

Now, we use SMCL protocol to solve deadlock described

in Fig .5 (a). The system applies SMCL protocol when

AGV#1 attempts to enter l4. As a result, CSLs are red (Fig.

5 (b)). Thus AGV#2 has to wait until AGV#1 drives out of

l6.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Avoid deadlock by SMCL protocol.(BSL is not shown in the picture,
and it exits in fact)

In very rare situations, the above process of applying the

SMCL protocol may cause a new deadlock (Fig. 6). System

applies SMCL when AGV#3 enters l1. AGV#1 attempts to

enters l4 from l5, but failed because AGV#3 has occupied

l4. AGV#2 enters l4 from l5 before AGV#3 enters l4. As a

result, deadlock between AGV#1 and #2 occurs. To resolve

this problem, another protocol named as ESMCL (Enhanced

SMCL) is proposed as described below.

ESMCL Protocol:
The system checks entrance’s CS when an AGV attempts to

Fig. 6. The new deadlock in very rare situations.

drive into a bidirectional lane. If the counter of entrance’s CS
is equal to Cmax and the waiter queue is empty, the system
applies SMCL protocol and the AGV continues to move. If
the waiter queue of CS is not empty, the system will check if
there is any other AGV in the neighboring bidirectional lanes.
If the result is negative, the system applies SMCL protocol
and the AGV continues to move. Otherwise, the AGV stops
and waits until the neighboring bidirectional lanes are clear.
End of ESMCL Protocol

Subsections B and C have described the solutions to

conflict and deadlock for multi-AGV system respectively. The

algorithm below shows how they are integrated to work.



IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The scheduler control system using semaphore-based

traffic control model shown in Fig. 7 was developed using

C++ and runs on Windows system. The map in the right

of Fig. 7 shows a part of the testing field with a scale of

1:200. In this map, each AGV is marked as a red arrow

with real time state information. The green lines are the

AGV’s virtual guiding paths. The large green and red dots

are virtual BSLs, while the small green and red dots are

virtual CSLs. The lanes dotted with CSLs are bidirectional,

with those not dotted are unidirectional ones. There are 12

loading and unloading stations (see A1, B2, D1 in Fig.7) in

the testing filed.

Fig. 7. The panel of the scheduler control system.

The experiments conducted were designed as described

below. First a task package is added to the system (see Table

II for task package details). Then set one AGV available

for use. After several minutes, set more AGV available

for use. We record the path AGV drives and the time

system assigned each task to AGVs. The experiments were

conducted in our testing field.

TABLE II
TASK PACKAGE

Task type Amount Priority Loading station Unloading station

P-cool 2 1 #F1 #F2

resistance 4 2 #A1 #A2

capacity 8 3 #C1 #C2

p-shell 5 4 #D1 #D2

p-chip 6 5 #E1 #E2

circuit-b 1 6 #B1 #B2

Scheduler control system assigned the P-cool task which

owns highest priority to the first AGV. Then system assigned

task to AGV according the priority of the task. Then AGV

which is nearest to the task loading station will be firstly

considered to be dispatched to the task.

In experiments, the times needed decreased obviously

while the number of AGV increased. Even the number of

AGVs to perform the task package was as high as 18, no

situation of conflicts or deadlocks has occurred. The results

validated that our proposed scheduler control systems can

solve the conflict and deadlock problems successfully.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a new semaphore-based traffic control model

has been proposed to resolve problems of conflicts and

deadlocks in application of multi-AGV system. The effect

of the scheduler control system using this model to resolve

conflicts and deadlocks has been validated by experiments.

In future, we will apply the scheduler control system to

factory with large number of AGVs, and further improve the

system’s efficiency.
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